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Abstract
The cerebellum hosts more than half of all neurons of the human brain, with their
organized activity playing a key role in coordinating motor functions. Cerebellar
activity has also been implicated in the control of speech, communication, and
social behavior, which are compromised in autism spectrum disorders (ASD).
Despite major research advances, there is a shortage of mechanistic data relating
cellular and molecular changes in the cerebellum to autistic behavior. We studied
the impact of tuberous sclerosis complex 2 haploinsufficiency (Tsc2+/�) with
downstream mTORC1 hyperactivity on cerebellar morphology and cellular orga-
nization in 1, 9, and 18 m.o. Eker rats, to determine possible structural correlates
of an autism-like behavioural phenotype in this model. We report a greater devel-
opmental expansion of the cerebellar vermis, owing to enlarged white matter and
thickened molecular layer. Histochemical and immunofluorescence data suggest
age-related demyelination of central tract of the vermis, as evident from reduced
level of myelin-basic protein in the arbora vitae. We also observed a higher num-
ber of astrocytes in Tsc2+/� rats of older age while the number of Purkinje cells
(PCs) in these animals was lower than in wild-type controls. Unlike astrocytes
and PCs, Bergmann glia remained unaltered at all ages in both genotypes, while
the number of microglia was higher in Tsc2+/� rats of older age. The convergent
evidence for a variety of age-dependent cellular changes in the cerebellum of rats
associated with mTORC1 hyperactivity, thus, predicts an array of functional
impairments, which may contribute to the developmental onset of an autism-like
behavioral phenotype in this model.

Lay Summary
This study elucidates the impact of constitutive mTORC1 hyperactivity on cere-
bellar morphology and cellular organization in a rat model of autism and epi-
lepsy. It describes age-dependent degeneration of Purkinje neurons, with
demyelination of central tract as well as activation of microglia, and discusses the
implications of these changes for neuro-behavioral phenotypes. The described
changes provide new indications for the putative mechanisms underlying cerebel-
lar impairments with their age-related onset, which may contribute to the pathobi-
ology of autism, epilepsy, and related disorders.
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INTRODUCTION

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are developmental dis-
abilities characterized by impairments of social interac-
tion, communication, as well as restricted and repetitive
behavior. Most cases of ASDs (�85%) are idiopathic,
with the rest associated with genetic mutations
(Casanova et al., 2020; NIH, 2019). Genetic mutations
related to ASD have been extensively studied in animal
models as well as in humans, providing valuable knowl-
edge for understanding the pathobiology of both sporadic
and familial forms of the disease. Fragile X syndrome
(FXS) and tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC), which have
mutations in FMR1 and Tsc1/2 genes, respectively
(Gandhi & Lee, 2020; Kútna et al., 2021) are among the
best-characterized genetic variants of ASD, manifested
with characteristic neurobehavioral symptoms.

The broad range of functional abnormalities linked
with ASD along with variability of clinical phenotypes,
suggest that it is not restricted to a specific brain structure
or mechanism but has a distributed nature. Although the
cerebellum has been traditionally viewed as associated
with motor functions, there is mounting evidence propos-
ing its key role in a variety of cognitive processes (Fatemi
et al., 2012; Schmahmann, 2019). The latter involves
coordinated top-down and bottom-up interactions of cer-
ebellar circuits with different forebrain networks, via
abundant sensorimotor and associative connections
(Ito, 2006; Ovsepian et al., 2013; Schmahmann, 2019).
Through these communication routes, the cerebellum
also contributes to the regulation and coordination of
complex social interactions and stereotypic behaviors,
which are affected in ASDs (Bertelsen et al., 2021;
D’Mello & Stoodley, 2015). Clinical reports of TSC
loss-of-function cases reveal a range of developmental
retardation, epilepsy, and signs of cerebellar deficiency
associated with autistic symptoms (Jurkiewicz
et al., 2006; Weisenfeld et al., 2013). Imaging studies of
TSC patients reveal cerebellar atrophy in >30% cases
(Ertan et al., 2010), while histopathological data demon-
strate impaired cellular migration during development
and accelerated astroglial apoptosis (Chu-Shore
et al., 2009; Pan et al., 2019). Importantly, both MRI
and PET studies show a positive correlation between cer-
ebellar pathology and severity of social deficit along with
communication impairments (Eluvathingal et al., 2006;
Traut et al., 2018), supporting the role of cerebellar
abnormalities in the development of autistic phenotypes.

Formed by dimerization of TSC1 and TSC2 proteins,
the TSC complex controls the activity of mammalian tar-
get of rapamycin C1 (mTORC1) kinase, with its func-
tional deficit unleashing mTORC1 from regulatory
inputs, leading to unrestrained activation in cells and
hypermetabolic state with related abnormal growth and
proliferation (Henske et al., 2016). Using functional
and biochemical tests in experimental mice, Tsc2
haploinsufficiency was shown to induce specific synaptic

and network dysfunctions in the cerebrum and cerebellum
(Kútna et al., 2021; Reith et al., 2011, 2013), while its dele-
tion in PCs caused a progressive increase in neuronal size
followed by apoptosis (Reith et al., 2011; 2013). Interest-
ingly, the loss of cerebellar neurons due to Tsc2
haploinsufficiency seems to be restricted to PCs, leading to
progressive motor deficit in mouse models (Reith
et al., 2011). Evidence from behavioral studies shows that
another Tsc2flox/�;Cre mouse model with targeted deple-
tion of the TSC2 protein shows increased repetitive behav-
ior, implying that Tsc2 loss-of-function in PCs can lead to
an autism-like phenotype (Reith et al., 2013). Impaired
communication and social interactions with inflated repeti-
tive behavior were also reported in another model pro-
duced via targeted silencing of the Tsc1 gene in PCs (Tsai
et al., 2012). Of note, in mice with Tsc1 haploinsufficiency,
abnormal PC excitability and firing activity, as well as an
autistic-like behavioral phenotype were found before the
onset of PC degeneration. Collectively, these findings sug-
gest that cerebellar impairments might provide a potential
mechanistic link between Tsc2 insufficiency and some of
the behavioral phenotype of ASD.

In this study, we described for the first time the devel-
opmental impact of the spontaneous Tsc2 loss-of-function
mutation on cerebellar morphology and cellular organiza-
tion in heterozygote Eker rats, which shows an autism-like
behavioral phenotype. We report an array of age-
dependent impairments in cerebellar morphology and
organization, affecting neuronal and glial cells, with wide-
ranging functional implications relevant to the pathobiol-
ogy and neurobehavioural manifestations of ASD.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Animals

Cerebellums of 18 rats (Long-Evans background) of
mixed-gender (2:1 female to male ratio) at three develop-
mental stages were used for this analysis. Animals were
divided into young (six rats, 1-month-old, m. o., 3 Eker
Tsc2+/� and 3 control Tsc2+/+), adult (six rats, 9 m. o.,
3 Tsc2+/� and 3 control Tsc2+/+) and aged 18 m.o. (six
rats, 3 Tsc2+/� and 3 control Tsc2+/+) groups. All con-
trol and transgenic rats were strictly age-matched but
were from independent litters. Rats were obtained
through the crossing of Tsc2+/� males (obtained on a
collaborative basis from the Technical University Dres-
den, Germany) with wild-type females. Details of hous-
ing and genotyping are described in our previous study
(Kútna et al., 2020).

Histological experiments

Rats were deeply anesthetized with an intramuscular
injection of xylazine (30 mg/kg) and ketamine (200 mg/
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kg) and trans-cordially perfused with 0.9% saline
followed by paraformaldehyde (PFA, 4%) (Sigma-
Aldrich, catalog # P6418) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
(PBS), at pH 7.4. Brains were removed, postfixed in 4%
PFA overnight, and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose. Fro-
zen cerebellums were serially cut on a cryostat (Leica
CM1860 UV) in 50 μm sagittal sections (1 in 5 series col-
lected, i.e., 250 μm apart, representing different anatomi-
cal planes of the cerebellum), which were stored in a
cryoprotective solution (ethylene glycol, glycerol, and dis-
odium phosphate in distilled water) at � 20�C until used.
For histology, cerebellar sections were mounted on
gelatin-coated slides. For general morphological studies,
we used toluidine blue (TB) staining (Nissl; Sigma-
Aldrich, USA) prepared as a 1% solution of toluidine
blue powder (Merck, catalog# 89640) in 70% ethanol
and distilled water. Cerebellar slices were rinsed with dis-
tilled water, followed by their incubation in toluidine blue
solution for 7 minutes. After, slices were extensively
rinsed with distilled water, differentiated with 60% and
100% ethanol, incubated with NeoClear for 10 minutes
(Merck, catalog# 109843), and rinsed with distilled water
again. Subsequently, slices were mounted on slides and
coverslipped with NeoMount (Merck, catalog# 109016)
mounting media for viewing and imaging with a light
microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager Z1).

Immunocytochemistry

Free-floating cerebellar sections were incubated with pri-
mary antibodies diluted in 0.1 M PBS containing 0.3%
Triton-X 100 overnight at 4�C. The following primary
antibodies were used in this study: antiglial fibrillary acidic
protein (GFAP, rabbit polyclonal, 1:5000; Dako, catalog
# Z033429), anti-Iba1 (rabbit polyclonal, 1:3000, Wako,
catalog # 019–19,741), anti-microtubule-associated pro-
tein 2 (MAP2, chicken polyclonal, 1:1000, Abcam, catalog
# ab5392), antimyelin basic protein (MBP, rabbit poly-
clonal, 1:500, ThermoFisher, catalog # PA5-78397), ant-
ineuronal nuclear antigen (NeuN, mouse monoclonal,
1:1000, Millipore, catalog # MAB377), antiphospho-S6
ribosomal Protein (PS-6, rabbit monoclonal, 1:1000, Cell
Signaling, catalog# 5364), antiparvalbumin (PV, mouse
monoclonal, 1:3000, Sigma-Aldrich, catalog# P3088) and
antisynaptophysin (rabbit polyclonal, 1:500, Abcam, cata-
log # ab32594). After incubation with primary antibodies
overnight, sections were rinsed with 0.1 M PBS and incu-
bated with secondary antibodies in 0.1 M PBS containing
0.3% Triton-X 100 for 2 h at room temperature. The sec-
ondary antibodies conjugated with fluorophores were used
according to the chosen primary antibodies (Donkey anti-
mouse AF488—catalog # 715–545-150, Donkey anti-
mouse AF594—catalog # 715–585-151, Donkey
antirabbit AF594—catalog # 711–585-152, Donkey ant-
ichicken AF488—catalog # 703–545-155, 1:500, Jackson

ImmunoResearch). After incubation with secondary anti-
bodies, slices were rinsed in 0.1 M PBS and cover slipped
in ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent with DAPI medium
(Cell Signaling Technology, catalog # 8961). Subse-
quently, slides were viewed and imaged using Leica TCS
SP8X confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems Mann-
heim, Germany). For image acquisition, we used suitable
excitation lines and filters, as specified in our previous
study (Kútna et al., 2020). Micrographs were analyzed in
LAS AF software (Leica Microsystems), and ImageJ 1.47
software (NIH). The brightness and contrast of images
were adjusted in a standardized manner for all images
used for analysis and presentation.

Cells counting, signal intensity, and area
measurements

Morphometric analysis of total vermis, molecular layer,
and white matter areas have been carried out on low
magnification images (10�) of sagittal TB-stained cere-
bellar slices captured in Tile-Scan mode. After marking
the area of interest for scanning, the number of tiles was
calculated automatically to cover entire cerebellar slices,
which were scanned sequentially using the white light
laser. Produced RGB files were converted in an 8-bit gray
format in ImageJ, with anatomical regions of interest
marked manually for area measurements. For each data
point in these and all other experiments included in the
current study, we pooled measurements from 3 rats
(N = 3) per each age group of Tsc2+/� and Tsc2+/�
genotypes. The number of PCs and cells in the molecular
layer was counted in the IV and VIII lobules on PS-6 or
TB-stained slices, respectively, using ImageJ 1.47. The
number of PCs was analyzed over the same distance
along with the PC layer, while cell counting in the molec-
ular layer was performed from 9–12 randomly defined
regions of interest (ROIs) in TB-stained sections, using
the cell counting plugin of ImageJ. Like in area measure-
ments experiments, fluorescence signal intensity measure-
ments were carried out on TileScan images, with
cerebellar slices imaged in a sequential mode by switching
between green and red excitation lines and using appro-
priate filter sets. For intensity readouts from fluorescence
images, we used 6–12 standardized ROIs placed within
the molecular layer (synaptophysin, PV, NeuN), granular
layer (GFAP and Iba1), and central tract (MBP) of the
IV and VIII lobule. In the analysis of GFAP data, we
excluded from the data pool two strongly outlying values
from each genotype. Analysis of changes in TB staining
intensity in the central white matter as well as in area vs
circumference measurements has been carried out on
light microscopic images using signal intensity distribu-
tion and area measurement macros in ImageJ. All values
were tabulated with analysis of the age and genotype
effects carried out as specified below.
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Data analysis and statistics

For statistical tests of signal intensity and cell counting
measurements, an assumption was made of the normal
distribution of the data. The mean values of all individual
bars in bar graphs present the calculated average of 6–12
individual measurements (displayed on graphs) from
three rats per group, except graphs of general morpho-
metric analysis of the vermis area, which represent the
average of three sets of measurements per datapoint
(i.e. one from each rat, with three rats per group). Stan-
dard error was calculated as SE = σ/√n, where σ is sam-
ple standard deviation, while n is the number of the
sample. Signal intensity distribution graphs present the
distribution of pixel intensity from representative 8 bit
255 � 255 images, plotted against the number of pixels.
Scattered plots of area vs roundness were generated using
an ImageJ 1.47 plugin on 8-bit threshold gray images,
which illustrates the relation of the roundness and size of
TB positive elements in the molecular layer of the cere-
bellum, as a measure of the cell number. For graphs com-
paring parvalbumin—myelin basic protein ratio (PV-
MBP), the mean and variance of individual age groups of
two genotypes were used (plotted in 3D and E). All bar
graphs present means of individual data points, with �
SEM shown as error bars of individual datasets.
Unpaired Student’s t test was applied for all inter-group
(same age, different genotype) comparisons while two-
way ANOVA was used for the assessment of longitudinal
changes of readouts in multiple age groups and geno-
types, with calculated F, p values (using post hoc pairwise
comparison followed by Bonferroni correction) along
with the degree of freedom (df) reported. A significance
threshold was set at p < 0.05, with values below consid-
ered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Tsc2+/� rats show increased cerebellar vermis
size and related morphometric changes

To define the potential impact of Tsc2 haploinsufficiency
on the cerebellar organization in the Eker rat model of
ASD, we compared the vermis area of Tsc2+/� rats
(N = 9, three age groups, N = 3 rats in each group) with
age-matched controls (N = 9, three age groups, N = 3
rats in each group) using TB staining. As a basic thiazine
metachromatic dye with a high affinity for acidic tissue
components, this TB stains nucleic acids in blue, and
polysaccharides in purple colors (Sridharan &
Shankar, 2012). Results of these experiments comparing
sagittal cerebellar sections of three age groups rep-
resenting two genotypes are summarized in Figure 1a–f.
Low magnification microscopic observation did not
reveal any signs of lesion or gross structural abnormali-
ties, or any defects in cerebellar foliation in Tsc2+/� rats

of any age, in agreement with lesions occuring exclusively
in forebrain structures (Kútna et al., 2021). In all ana-
lyzed material, typical features of the cerebellar cortex
were maintained, with an outer molecular layer, underly-
ing PCs, and inner granular layers enveloping the deep
white matter in all lobules (Figure 1a1–c2). Measure-
ments of the total vermis area, as well as molecular layer
and central white matter areas (arbor vitae) on sagittal
sections �0.1 mm lateral of the central plane (Paxinos &
Watson, 2007), showed notable age-dependent enlarge-
ment of the vermis in both genotypes (Figure 1d–f). We
also observed genotype-dependent discrepancies in the
cerebellar size/cross-section, with average values of ver-
mis area in Tsc2+/� in the oldest age group exceeding
significantly those of age-matched wild-type controls
(paired comparison, Student’s t test; 1 m.o., p = 0.99;
9 m.o., p = 0.063 and 18 m.o., p = 0.039; N = 3 rats in
each group). This difference accords with the larger
molecular layer area in the aged rats of Tsc2+/� rats
(Student’s t test; 1 m.o., p = 0.96, 9 m.o., p = 0.19, 18 m.
o., p = 0.02, N = 3 rats in each group) (Figure 1e) as well
as total white matter area (Student’s t test; 1 m.o.,
p = 0.95; 9 m.o., p = 0.41 and 18 m.o., p = 0.026; N = 3
rats in each group). (Figure 1f). Analysis of genotype
related changes in the total vermis area of all age groups
showed significant variance and mean differences (two-
way ANOVA; df = 5, F = 5.039, p < 0.05 post hoc test
with correction). Closer inspection of TB-stained cerebel-
lar sections with light microscopy revealed notably stron-
ger staining of the arbor vitae in Tsc2+/� rats with a
more granulated appearance of the molecular layer
(Figure 2a1–c2). The differences in TB staining are visible
in the signal intensity distribution graphs (Figure 2a3–
c3). Counting of cells in the molecular layer of TB-
stained sections showed a higher number of blue elements
(nuclei) in the old Tsc2+/+ rats (1 m.o., p = 0.96; 9 m.o.,
p = 0.94; 18 m.o., p = 0.023, N = 3 rats in each group)
without change of the circumference (Figure 2a4–c4).
Given the higher reactivity of TB staining for acidic tis-
sue components, the stronger coloration of the arbor vitae
with enhanced granulation of the molecular layer of the
18 m.o. Eker group suggests a higher cell number with
depolymerized DNA along with enhanced RNA levels
and lysosomal activity (Singh et al., 2020).

Tsc2+/� deficiency is associated with age-
dependent demyelination and loss of PCs

Next, we used immunofluorescence staining to define
specific age and genotype-dependent alterations in Tsc2
+/� Eker and Tsc2+/+ control rats. Cerebellar sections
were double stained for MBP and PV to determine
whether variation in the vermis area was associated with
altered myelination of the central white matter and
changes to PV positive GABAergic Purkinje neurons,
which are the principal neurons of the cerebellar cortex.
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By interacting with lipids of the myelin membrane, MBP
plays a key role in maintaining the correct structure of
myelin and hence plays a key role in the formation of the
myelin covering axons, essential for fiber conductivity,
including those of PCs projecting to the deep cerebellar
nuclei (DCN) (Barron et al., 2018). Figure 3 shows repre-
sentative images with bar graphs summarizing the results
of these studies. We observed a general trend for an
age-dependent decline (i.e. 1 m.o. to 18 m.o.) of the PV
intensity in the cerebellum, which however did not reach
statistical significance (lobule VIII, two-way ANOVA;
df = 5, F = 1.023, p > 0.05 post hoc test with correction).
No difference was found also by paired comparison of
PV intensity in two genotypes within each age group
(1 m.o., p = 0.74; 9 m.o., p = 0.69 and 18 m.o., p = 0.68,
N = 3 rats in each group) (Figure 3a–f). The small age-
dependent decrease in the PV signal is consistent with the
physiological age-related decline in homeostatic Ca2+

buffering in PCs, irrespective of the rat genotype
(Figure 3d). In contrast, analysis of MBP immunoreac-
tivity showed a significant reduction in signal intensity

over time (two-way ANOVA; df = 5, F = 4.2, p < 0.05
post hoc test with correction), which were more pro-
nounced in Tsc2+/� rats (9 m.o., p = 0.029; 18 m.o.,
p = 0.021, N = 3 rats in each group) (Figure 3a1–c2; e).
Differences between PV vs MBP changes in Tsc2+/�
were also evident when the values of the relative changes
in signal intensity of 9 m.o. and 18 m.o. groups were
compared (p < 0.001 and p = 0.001, paired Student’s
t test) (Figure 3d–f).

As the central white matter contains many myelinated
axons of PCs projecting to DCN, the reduction in MBP
staining might result from their loss. As principal neurons
of the cerebellum, PCs comprise the sole output of the
cerebellar cortex, with a decrease in their number known
as one of the best-described postmortem characteristics
of ASD patients (Fatemi et al., 2012). For analysis of the
number and activity of PCs, we used a selective marker
of neural activity and plasticity PS-6, which is involved
also in the mTORC1 pathway (Biever et al., 2015). We
verified the strict co-localization of PS-6 in PCs using
double-staining for MAP2 and PS-6 with screening the

F I GURE 1 Enlargement of the cerebellar vermis in Tsc2+/� rats. (a1–c2) Series of representative low-power images of TB-stained vermis (right,
overall view; left, lobule VIII) from three age groups (1, 9, and 18 months old, M.O.) at �0.1 mm lateral from the central sagittal plane of rat
cerebellum of two genotypes (Tsc2+/+ and Tsc2+/�). Scale bar—0.7 mm. (d–f) Summary bar graphs illustrating age- and genotype-dependent
differences in morphometric characteristics, with results of paired comparison. Tsc2+/+, blue bars; Tsc2+/�, pink bars). The Y-axis values are given
in arbitrary units (a.u.) produced by ImageJ (Methods). NS—Non-significant; *p < 0.05. Specific p values are provided in the results section. Graphs
present data pooled from three rats per age group of each genotype, with a total of 18 rats included in the current analysis
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PC layer for double MAP2-PS-6 positive cells
(Figure 4a1–a3). As illustrated, PS-6 staining labeled spe-
cifically soma of Purkinje neurons. Counting PS-6 posi-
tive cells in lobules IV and VIII showed unaltered cell
numbers in Tsc2+/+ rats across all three ages (lobules IV
and VIII, two-way ANOVA, df = 5, F = 1.21 and
p > 0.05; df = 0.22, F = 1.15 and p > 0.05, post hoc test
with correction) (Figure 4e,f). Similar cell counting exper-
iments in rats with the Tsc2+/� genotype revealed

overall lower PC numbers, with p values crossing the sig-
nificance threshold in the 9 m.o. group only (Lobule
VIII: 1 m.o., p = 0.42; 9 m.o., p = 0.018, N = 3; 18 m.o.,
p = 0.07, N = 3 rats in each group, and Lobule IV: 1 m.
o., p = 0.13; 9 m.o., p = 0.013 and 18 m.o., p = 0.29,
N = 3 rats in each group). Closer inspection of the distri-
bution of individual PCs along with the PC layer of Tsc2
+/� rats revealed segments of regularly organized cells
that occasionally were interrupted with extended cell-free

F I GURE 2 Cellular alterations in the arbor vitae and cerebellar molecular layer related to Tsc2+/� haploinsufficiency. (a1–c2) Series of
representative micrographs of TB-stained cerebellar vermis of Tsc2+/+ and Tsc2+/� rats of three age groups (1, 9, and 18 m.o.). Note stronger TB
staining of the arbor vitae of aged Tsc2+/� rats (c2 vs. c1). Scale bar 0.2 mm. Differences in TB staining are visible in signal intensity distribution
graphs showing a leftward shift of the intensity values (a3–c3). Measurements were carried out on gray images (Methods) assigning lower values to
darker pixels. Analysis of the relation of the area and circumference of the TB positive element suggests their smaller size in aged Tsc2+/� rats (a4–
c4). Intensity, area, and circumference values are displayed in arbitrary units (a.u.), with individual dots in a4-c4 corresponding to elements in the
molecular layer stained with TB. NS—Non-significant; *p < 0.05. Specific p values are provided in the results section. Inset graphs present data
pooled from two cerebellar sections per rat, with three rats per group of each genotype, with a total of 18 rats included in the current analysis
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gaps (Figure 4c2, d2). Examination of the molecular
layer of the lobule VIII on TB stained slides for changes
of the cellular architecture and signs of dysplasia showed
no overt differences between the two genotypes (paired
comparison of cell number: 1 m.o., p = 0.11; 9 m.o.,
p = 0.09 and 18 m.o., p = 0.09, N = 3 rats in each group)
although the overall cell number difference of two geno-
types of all three age groups was statistically significant
(two-way ANOVA; df = 5, F = 2.7, p < 0.05 post hoc
test with correction) (Figure 4g).

Tsc2 haploinsufficiency leads to mild
astrocytosis with microglial activation

To analyze further changes in neurons and glial cells
related to Tsc2 haploinsufficiency, we assessed the

number and density of Bergmann glia and astrocytes sta-
ined by GFAP, the number of NeuN positive neurons in
the molecular layer, as well as the number of Iba1 posi-
tive microglia in the VIII lobule. These experiments were
strongly warranted given the evidence for changes in glial
cells and signs of neuroinflammation in postmortem
brains of ASD, as well as reports of altered cell size and
branching in the cerebellum (Boer et al., 2008; Edmonson
et al., 2014) and forebrain structures of mouse and rat
autism models (Kútna et al., 2020; Yeung et al., 1997).
Figure 5 presents typical micrographs of double GFAP
and NeuN stained cerebellar sections of lobule VIII
(Figure 5a1–c2) along with bar graphs of the signal inten-
sity and cells number from all three age groups of
Tsc2+/+ or Tsc2+/� rats (Figure 5d–f). As illustrated,
there was a considerable decrease in GFAP intensity
(two-way ANOVA; df = 7, F = 2.9, p < 0.05 post hoc

F I GURE 3 Tsc2+/� deficiency is associated with age-dependent demyelination and loss of PCs. (a1–c2) Representative micrographs of the
cerebellar vermis of Tsc2+/+ and Tsc2+/� rats stained for MBP (red) and PV (green). Scale bar—0.7 mm. Narrow right insets show enlarged lobule
VIII for better visibility of details. Note the more pronounced age-dependent decrease of MBP signal in Tsc2+/� genotype. (d,e) Summary bar
graphs of the distribution of the mean signal intensity of PV (d) and MBP (e) (Tsc2+/+, blue bars; Tsc2+/�, pink bars) signals. Y-axis represents
signal intensity in arbitrary units. (f) Graphical representation of relative changes in PV-MBP signal intensity (% control). Note, changes in the
expression of MBP and PV throughout development. NS—Non-significant; *p < 0.05. Specific p values are provided in the results section. Graphs d
and e present data pooled from 9 ROIs from three cerebellar sections per animal, with three rats per group of each genotype, with a total of 18 rats
included in the current analysis
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F I GURE 4 Purkinje cell numbers are reduced in cerebellar lobules IV and VIII of Tsc2+/� rats. (a1–a3) Immunofluorescence images of MAP2
and PS-6-stained cerebellar sections of Tsc2+/+ rat cerebellum (individual and merged images). (a2) Roman numerals mark lobules of the cerebellar
vermis for anatomical reference. (a3) Higher power image of double-stained sections demonstrating colocalization of PS-6 in MAP2 positive PCs.
Scale bars (a1,a2) 0.7 mm, and (a3) 0.06 mm. (b1–d2) Confocal images of the lobule VIII of the Tsc2+/+ and Tsc2+/� rat cerebellum. Red: PCs
(white arrows) labeled for PS-6 protein. Scale bars - 0.3 mm. (e–g) Summary bar graphs of cell counting results: Purkinje cells of lobule VIII (e) and
IV (f) and (g) counting of cells in the molecular layer in TB-stained cerebellar sections of three age groups and two genotypes. NS—Non-significant;
*p < 0.05. Specific p values are provided in the results section. Tsc2+/+, blue bars; Tsc2+/�, pink bars, respectively. Y-axis represents the numbers of
cell counts from standardized ROIs included in the current analysis. Graphs e–g present data pooled from 9 ROIs from three cerebellar sections per
rat, with three rats per group of each genotype, with a total of 18 rats included in the current analysis
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test with correction) as well as NeuN positive cell number
(two-way ANOVA; df = 8, F = 9.5, p < 0.05 post hoc
test with correction) of the second and third age groups
as compared to the first age group of respective geno-
types (Figure 5d–f). Analysis of signal intensity between
the two genotypes of 9 m.o. and 18 m.o. rats showed
GFAP signal in Tsc2+/� rats consistently higher than in
the Tsc2+/+ genotype in the second and third age
groups, although in paired comparison the differences
between the two genotypes did not reach significance
(9 m.o., p = 0.066; 18 m.o., p = 0.064, N = 3 rats in each
group) (Figure 5d). Unlike astrocytes, counting and com-
parison of Bergmann glia between the two genotypes
showed no differences between the first two age groups
(1 m.o., p = 0.43 and 9 m.o., p = 0.51, N = 3 rats in each
group) while in the aged rats, the number of these cells

was significantly lower in the Tsc2+/� genotype (18 m.o.,
p = 0.003, N = 3 rats in each group) (Fig, 5 e). This finding
is in agreement with the functional segregation of astro-
cytes and Bergmann glia (Ben Haim & Rowitch, 2017).
Finally, counts of NeuN positive cells of the molecular
layer, i.e. in the putative basket, and stellate GABAergic
inter-neurons revealed a considerable age-related reduction
in neuronal density in the second and third groups for both
genotypes (two-way ANOVA; df = 2, F = 6.8, p < 0.05
post hoc test with correction) (Figure 5f). Pairwise compar-
ison of NeuN positive cell numbers of the two genotypes of
all age groups revealed their close correspondence (1 m.o.,
p = 0.4; 9 m.o., p = 0.12 and 18 m.o., p = 0.3, N = 3 rats
in each group) (Figure 5f).

Similar to the results of postmortem studies showing
astrocytosis in autopsies of ASD, microglial cells have

F I GURE 5 Tsc2 haploinsufficiency leads to mild astrocytosis in the rat cerebellum. (a1–c2) representative confocal images of cerebellar slices
stained for astrocyte marker GFAP (red) and the neuronal marker NeuN (green, white arrows): VIII lobule. Narrow right insets present an enlarged
view of Bergmann glia in the molecular layer of the cerebellum. Scale bars 0.25 mm. (d,e) Summary bar graphs of the distribution of mean signal
intensity of GFAP (d) counts of Bergmann glia (e) and NeuN+ neurons in the molecular layer (f). Tsc2+/+, blue bars; Tsc2+/�, pink bars,
respectively. Y-axis represents the mean signal intensity (d) and numbers of cell count included in the current analysis (e, f). NS—Non-significant;
*p < 0.05. Specific p values are provided in the Section 3. Graphs d–f present intensity and cell counting data respectively, pooled from 9 ROIs from
three cerebellar sections per rat, with three rats per group of each genotype, with a total of 18 rats included in the current analysis
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also been reported to be activated in this condition
(Vargas et al., 2005). Our results of immunofluorescence
imaging and analysis of the microglia response to Tsc2
haploinsufficiency in Iba1 stained cerebellar slices
(PV counterstained for better anatomical references) are
shown in Figure 6a–f. Although cell counts showed a sig-
nificant age-dependent decline in the number of Iba1+
cells across all age groups of both genotypes (two-way
ANOVA; df = 2, F = 12.4, p < 0.05 post hoc test with
correction), the number of cells remained stable after
rats’ reached maturity. Pairwise comparison of Iba1 posi-
tive cells showed a significantly higher number of
microglia in adult and aged Tsc2+/� Eker rats as com-
pared to Tsc2+/+ controls (9 m.o., p = 0.002 and 18 m.
o., p = 0.031, N = 3 rats in each group) (Figure 6f).
Changes in microglia density was especially pronounced
in the granule cell layer of Tsc2+/� rats (Figure 6d,e).
Astrocytes and microglial cells play a key role in synaptic
development, homeostasis, and plasticity (Reemst
et al., 2016) with both human and animal studies showing
synaptic dysfunctions associated with ASD (Guang
et al., 2018; Peça et al., 2011; Won et al., 2012). We used
immunofluorescence staining for the ubiquitous presyn-
aptic marker synaptophysin, which is an integral mem-
brane protein of synaptic vesicles expressed in all
neuronal types. Like the above-described experiments,
we used PV counterstaining for better anatomical refer-
ence. Figure 7 shows representative micrographs with
summary bar graphs of signal intensity analysis
(Figure 7a1–c2 and e). As can be seen, there was a nota-
ble age-related increase in the expression of syn-
aptophysin in both genotypes (two-way ANOVA; df = 2,
F = 7.9, p < 0.05 post hoc test with correction). However,
no difference was revealed in pairwise comparison of the
two genotypes within individual age groups (1 m.o.,
p = 0.3, 9 m.o. p = 0.8, and 18 m.o. p = 0.08, of Tsc2
+/� and Tsc2+/+ genotypes, with N = 3 rats in each
group; Student t test) (Figure 7e).

DISCUSSION

This investigation characterized the morphology and
organization of the cerebellum of young, adult, and aged
Tsc2+/� Eker rats, which are used as preclinical research
models of familial ASD, and compared the results with
age-matched controls (Tsc2+/+). We aimed to elucidate
the developmental impact of mTORC1 hyperactivity on
cerebellar structure, given that age presents the most
important risk factor (second hit) for the development of
histopathological and neurobehavioral phenotypes in this
genetic model of ASD (Kútna et al., 2021). The reported
equal frequency and penetrance of autosomal dominant
TSC2 mutations in both sexes (Sare et al., 2020; Sauter
et al., 2021; Zollner et al., 2020) warranted the inclusion
of male and female rats in the current analysis. We found
considerable enlargement of the cerebellar vermis in the

older group of the Tsc2+/� genotype, with demyelin-
ation and thickening of the molecular layer of the cere-
bellar cortex. We also observed a moderate age-related
loss of myelin in the deep white matter, with mild
astrogliosis and increased microglial activity. Impor-
tantly, we also found a notable decrease in the numbers
of PCs in adult Tsc2+/� rats, while the number of NeuN
positive neurons in the molecular layer remained similar
to controls, with both showing age-dependent decline.
Given the central role of PCs in cerebellar functions, their
loss with demyelination of the central white matter is
expected to compromise functional processes, contribut-
ing to the onset of an autistic neuro-behavioral pheno-
type in this model.

The cerebellum has long been recognized for its role
in the timing and coordination of motor functions
(Pellionisz & Llin�as, 1982). More recently, it has been
implicated in organizing complex cognitive processes,
communication, and social interactions, as well as
thought sequences (Galliano & De Zeeuw, 2014;
Ito, 2006), which are impaired in ASD. Accordingly,
PET and MRI studies of ASD show cerebellar
malfunctions with impairments of cognitive processes,
speech, and social behavior (D’Mello & Stoodley, 2015;
Hampson & Blatt, 2015; Ramos et al., 2018). Postmor-
tem studies of the cerebellum of ASD patients revealed a
variety of morphological changes with cellular abnormal-
ities, including swelling and degeneration of PCs, as well
as activation of astrocytes and microglia, with enhanced
cytokine activity among the most widely reported (Boer
et al., 2008; Skefos et al., 2014; Sundberg & Sahin, 2015).
In addition to global changes in the cerebellum of ASD
patients, in familial TSC cases, occasional lesions (�30%
of TSC patients) are observed in various cerebellar struc-
tures. The latter occurs mainly in children of older
(> 6 years) age (Martí-Bonmatí et al., 2000), which are
more frequent in patients with Tsc2, than with Tsc1
mutations (Boronat et al., 2017). Importantly, correlation
analysis suggested a positive association between the
severity of autistic behavior and the occurrence of cere-
bellar tubers in TSC patients (Eluvathingal et al., 2006;
Weber et al., 2000), although these findings need further
experimental verification in human and animal studies. It
should be noted that while the Tsc2+/� rat model gener-
ally replicates cellular abnormalities described in post-
mortem human ASD cases, unlike humans, the vermis in
rats is enlarged, and cerebellar TSC lesions have never
been observed (Kútna et al., 2021). Also, in human TSC
cases, giant dysmorphic cells with strong expression of
PS-6 have been frequently found in the cerebellum, indi-
cating mTORC1 hyperactivity in selected cell
populations (Boer et al., 2008), while the PS-6 signal in
Tsc2+/� rats were limited to PCs.

As our analysis was confined to the cerebellar vermis,
we cannot speculate about changes in other cerebellar
regions associated with Tsc2 haploinsufficiency. We
choose to focus on the vermis for two reasons. Firstly,
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phylogenetically, the vermis comprises the most ancient
and conserved part of the cerebellum, with the principal
features maintained from reptiles to primates
(Hodos, 2009; Striedter, 2017). Hence, observations made
in the rat vermis are of prime relevance to humans. Also,
from a developmental point of view, the cerebellar vermis
reaches maturity much earlier than the hemispherical
region (Balsters et al., 2010; Tiemeier et al., 2010), and
therefore is more pertinent to studies of early-onset devel-
opmental disorders such as ASD. Secondly, reports sug-
gest that the vermis agenesis or diffuse hypoplasia
correlates better with core ASD symptoms, including lan-
guage deficits, social interaction impairments, as well as
repetitive and stereotyped behaviors, with effects of
lesions in this formation being also more pronounced,
than those occurring in the cerebellar hemispheres

(Tavano et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2014). On the other
hand, motor deficits in patients with damage and lesions
in the vermis are typically less severe, than those caused
by lesions in the cerebellar hemispheres (Hampson &
Blatt, 2015; Tavano et al., 2007). Importantly, abnormal-
ities affecting the vermis, as a rule, have the least favor-
able long-term outcomes for higher brain functions and
are related to more severe impairments, including perva-
sive developmental disorder, mental retardation,
impaired social as well as communicative behavior and
withdrawal.

Although only comprising about 10% of the entire
brain volume in humans, the cerebellum contains over
half of all neurons (Herculano-Houzel, 2010), with prin-
cipal cells, i.e. PCs, among the most sensitive to toxic
exposure, brain aging, and neurodegenerative conditions.

F I GURE 6 An age-dependent general decline in microglial activation and a higher microglial number in Tsc2+/� Eker rats. (a1–c2)
Representative confocal images of the VIII lobule of rat cerebellum stained for microglial cell marker Iba1 (red) and PV (green). Narrow right insets
present an enlarged view of microglia (white arrows) in the granule cell layer of the cerebellum. Scale bars 0.25 mm. Typical images of Iba1 stained
lobule VIII of 9 m.o. the cerebellum of Tsc2+/+ (d) and Tsc2+/� Eker rat (e) illustrating Iba1 stained glial cells in the molecular (ML) and granular
layer (GL). (f) A summary bar graph of Iba1 cell counts in Tsc2+/+, blue bars, and Tsc2+/�, pink bars, respectively. NS—Nonsignificant;
*p < 0.05. Specific p values are provided in the Section 3. Graph (f) presents cell counting results pooled from 9 ROIs from three cerebellar sections
per rat, with three rats per group of each genotype, with material from a total of 18 rats included in the current analysis
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PCs can be harmed by exposure to alcohol, lithium, auto-
immune diseases as well as genetic disorders such as spi-
nocerebellar ataxias, multiple system atrophy,
Unverricht-Lundborg disorder, autism, and other dis-
eases, leading to their degeneration and cerebellar atro-
phy (Hoxha et al., 2018; Mark et al., 2017; Mitoma
et al., 2016; Ovsepian & Friel, 2008; Prestori et al., 2019).
This is presumably due to the extraordinary complexity
of PCs - the largest neurons in the mammalian brain
playing a decisive role in cerebellar integration, which
depends on complex and elaborate Ca2+ signaling
(Kitamura & Häusser, 2011; Ovsepian & Friel, 2008;
Roome & Kuhn, 2018). As mTORC1 is directly associ-
ated with Ca2+ signaling and homeostatic regulation
(Gargus & Schmunk, 2014; Martin-Cano et al., 2013), it
is hardly surprising that its abnormal activity due to Tsc2
haploinsufficiency affects PC function and viability. The
herein reported age-related reduction in PC numbers
agrees with results of human autopsies (Boer et al., 2008;
Hampson & Blatt, 2015) and preclinical studies of trans-
genic mouse models (Reith et al., 2011; Tsai et al., 2012).
It is important to note that Tsc2 deficiency could affect
PC viability via two means: direct effects on the elaborate
metabolic machinery of these neurons, as well as indirect
effects, mediated via changes in glial functions. Accord-
ingly, the histochemical analysis showed abnormalities of
endoplasmic reticulum activity and oxidative processes in

Tsc2-null PCs (Reith et al., 2011). On the other hand,
depletion of MBP in the central white matter of Tsc2+/�
shown herein, suggests impairments of oligodendroglia
shielding mossy and climbing fibers as well as axons of
PCs, in agreement with human and mouse reports
(Cupolillo et al., 2016; Jay et al., 1998; Tsai et al., 2012),
while higher Iba1 and GFAP activity imply gliosis and
the presence of inflammatory responses in aged rats.
These effects induced by Tsc2 deficiency in KO mice
appear to be specific to unrestrained mTORC1 activity,
as they were abolished by the mTOR inhibitor rapamycin
(Way et al., 2009). Whether PC loss in Tsc2 rat and
mouse models correlates with degeneration of these neu-
rons in human TSC cases remains to be shown.

It is important to note that impairments in PC func-
tion and cerebellar abnormalities may start manifesting
before the onset of neuronal loss in this brain strucutre.
Indeed, both motor and cognitive deficits associated with
cerebellar impairments can result from changes in the
electrophysiological characteristics of PCs and other neu-
rons (Cook et al., 2021; Hoebeek et al., 2005; Ovsepian
et al., 2013; Ovsepian & Friel, 2012) before the onset of
neurodegeneration. In light of this, it must be stressed
that in the absence of clear-cut functional readouts and
given the well-known dissociation between the onset of
histopathological changes in the cerebellum and the
development of autistic symptoms in humans and animal

F I GURE 7 Synaptophysin expression is relatively stable throughout all ages of Tsc2+/+ and Tsc2+/� rats. (a1–c2) Representative confocal
images of the VIII lobule of the rat cerebellum stained for synaptophysin (green) and PV (red), with a closer view (d) demonstrating the staining
specificity of synaptic terminals (arrows). Scale bars 0.25 mm, 0.05 mm, a1–c2, and d, respectively. (e) A summary bar graphs of the mean signal
intensity of synaptophysin staining in Tsc2+/+ and Tsc2+/� rats (blue and pink bars, respectively). NS—Non-significant. Specific p values are
provided in the Section 3. Staining intensity data for graph (e) are pooled from 9 ROIs from three cerebellar sections per rat, with three rats per group
of each genotype, with a total of 18 rats included in the current analysis
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models, the significance of the findings reported in our
study is limited to the identification of new neurobiologi-
cal processes and candidate mechanisms, which require
rigorous verification in future in-depth studies functional
studies and behavioral tests. In the context of mTORC1
signaling and PC function, it is noteworthy that both
Tsc1�/� and Tsc1+/� mice showed significant reduc-
tions in PC excitability (including reduced PC firing
rates) affecting homozygous Tsc1�/� and heterozygous
Tsc1+/� mice, with both genotypes showing autistic-like
behaviors (Tsai et al., 2012). The contribution of PCs to
the onset of autistic behavior in preclinical models and
humans is also consistent with results from chimeric
Lurcher mice, which exhibit impaired PC function during
development and show ASD characteristics such as
motor hyperactivity, increased repetitive behavior, and
deficits on a reversal-learning task (Dickson et al., 2010;
Martin et al., 2010). Collectively, as presented in this
report, our findings strongly suggest that PC loss along
with demyelination of the deep white matter may provide
an important link between TSC and ASD, and tenta-
tively infer that similar changes might contribute to other
familial and potentially also idiopathic ASD. While eluci-
dating important novel aspects of altered cerebellar mor-
phology and cellular organization associated with Tsc2
haploinsufficiency, our results warrant detailed electro-
physiological analysis and behavioral tests, to further
appreciate the underlying complex neurobiological pro-
cesses and the specific role of the cerebellum in the
autism-like phenotype in animal models, as well as ASD
of humans.
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